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Evolution by God is a collection of essays and a must-read for all who are interested in learning the
true meaning of God's real name and how it may forever alter their worldview. Whenever an ancient
relic is uncovered from the earth, the world celebrates its discovery. Evolution by God, by contrast,
reveals what has been in plain sight for thousands of years, but persistently ignored by religious
scholars. A sampling of the book's topics: 1. How the literal truth is used to suppress the real truth.
2. Why there is no inherent conflict between science and religion. 3. How a contemporary group
successfully applies science to the practice of religion. 4. Why, despite the claims of Christopher
Hitchens, religion does not "poison everything." 5. Why Stephen Hawking, in his best-selling book,
The Grand Design, does not disprove the existence of God. 6. Why it is self-defeating to define God
as a designer; we now have a better choice. 7. How God can answer millions of prayers
simultaneously. 8. How science and religion can create a better world together.
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This author should be nominated for the Nobel peace prize. The author should also be commended
on his most excellent style of writing. A most informative and educational book. Thanks.

Evolution of God By a Man of Mammon. This book is hilarious considering the author. Best
accidental comedy ever.[...]Also Process Theology covered this decades ago in a serious way.Hail
to this thief for his chutzpah.

The book covers God's true name and poses the question - if we called upon him with his true
name, would he answer more often? He also covers the issue of homosexuality and why the Bible
specifically approves of it.

too much traditions of man and not enough word of GOD!

If every fundamentalist read and understood the meaning of this book we would have a much more
peaceful existence. The book is a testament to man, with all his faults and perfections as our creator
intended when he made us in his image. Science and religion are not in conflict; rather the beautiful
symmetry that is found in every aspect of our world is reflected in these two theories of creation.
Using compelling evidence from the words in the bible, documented historical events, along with
accurate translation Bash paints the picture that someone in our history wished they could hide.
Why? Well I guess you have to read it for yourself. Great work, I highly recommend this book.

Michael Bash has written an excellent collection of essays that gives answers and creates
questions that man has struggled with since the beginning of organized religion.
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